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 Pre-movement time  can come up to 90% of time of common evacuation 
of people alongside being one of the least understood stage of people 
evacuation. Considerable loss of time is coming from psychological peculiarities 
of perception of fire alarm (perception, clarification, additional information 
collection, making of decision\instructions receiving, etc.), taking in account an 
efficiency of fire alarm system and people actions (fire fighting, fire 
localization, evacuation organization). Value of pre-movement time and 
mathematical characteristics of its distribution exercise significant influence 
over parameters of forming traffic.  

 
Historically an evacuation of people from buildings is settled indirectly: not as 
procedure but stipulated by the architectural engineering norms determine the 
dimensions of passages, which become the evacuation passages and fire exits at 
fire development. At different times these norms have had different names, e.g. 
in Russia in XVII century had had the name of “Urochnie polozhenia (Building 
regulations)” but their main task had been in provision of necessary exit capacity 
for people at fire. It can explain the concernment of projecting architects 
towards the evacuation. 
The first person who pointed at the lack of such approach was professor 
Beliayev S.V. in early thirties of the last century [1,2]: «…emerges the necessity 
to take as normalization basis not the passages capacity but the time of 
evacuation depends on evacuation movement factors complex» [2, p.3]. Firstly 
time had been used as a criterion of evacuation in 1943 in «Temporary 
regulations of theatres architectural engineering», in which the necessary 
evacuation time from theatres halls was taking equal to 2 minutes. At the 
absence of automated fire detection and alarm systems there was no question 
emerged concerning pre-movement time tpm. Actually the period of 2 minutes is 
a period from the appearance of dangerous factors of fire in the theatre hall.  
Fire and temperature were the most dangerous factor for theatre halls and as it 
rapidly spreads to hall from the scene, fire bars of which was overcharged with 
combustibles (spectators of first rows died in the armchairs without a possibility 
to start evacuation [3]). Thus there had been worked out the safety curtains and 
an evacuation in the direction to the scene was prohibited.  

Besides the question upon the people behavior before the beginning of 
evacuation – all attention was focused on heavily trafficked compartments as 
halls. Methodology of passages projecting had been developed on the basis of 
design decisions of the halls and determined kinematical patterns of  traffic 
movement [3,4,5,6,7]. Fire regulations of the day contained only one 
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requirement: «Summary width of flights depending on the number of people, 
staying on the most inhabited floor, except first floor, and the width of doors, 
passages and passes on the way of evacuation should be taken as 0,6 m per 100 
people... " [8]. (Actually many foreign architectural companies engaged in for 
projecting unique buildings in Russia, e.g. for reconstruction of Mariinsky 
Theatre in Saint-Petersburg or construction of tier building of Moscow 
Government and Moscow State Duma follow alike norms). 
Analysis of people behavior before the evacuation had been taken in account for 
the first time in the paperwork [9,10] but with the aim of reasonable 
determination of emotive level of people who starts an evacuation. Nevertheless 
on the basis of statements of statistical psychophysics there had been shown that 
people which don’t receive a notification from warning and evacuation system 
behave themselves adequately to the situation, aiming to minimize false alarm 
risk.  
For the first time pre-movement time (tpm) had been introduced as evacuation 
process indicator to the Firefighting Regulations in 1986, GOST 12.1.004: 
«Value of pre-movement time tpm for building (construction) without alarm 
systems can be calculated on the results of people behavior analysis depending 
on the buildings’ determined function. 

 At the presence of alarm system in the building value tpm is taken as equal 
to the time of alarm system start taking in account its delayed action. At the 
absence of necessary background for determining of pre-movement time for 
buildings (constructions) without alarm systems value tpm should be taken as 
equal to 0,5 min – for floor with fire and 2 min. – for upper floors». Obviously 
that the authors didn’t have «necessary background for determining of pre-
movement time for buildings (constructions)» and didn’t take in account the 
psychology of people before evacuation because of they didn’t have the data  
upon «researches of people behavior in buildings at fire» [11]. 

Influence of numerous factors on value of pre-movement time (type of 
activity in buildings of different function, age structure of people staying in the 
building, their physical and physiological state, delayed action of alarm systems) 
shows that pre-movement time should be normalized as random value because 
of only in this way it would be possible to take in account the influence of all 
abovementioned factors on a range of value of pre-movement time. For the first 
time normalization principles of pre-movement time as a random value, 
depending on the abovementioned factors, are offered in 2004 [12] and realized  
[13] within working out of Moscow City Construction Regulations 4.19-2005 as 
a Table 1. 

In a reduced view (of maximum determined values of evacuation time) this 
approach use nowadays also calculation procedure of fire risks [14]. 
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Table 1. Pre-movement time as per Moscow City Construction Regulations 
4.19-2005 "Temporary regulations and design rules of multiuse tier buildings 
and complexes of buildings in the City of Moscow"  

 
IV – V type  II - III type  I type  

m(tpm) d (tpm)  m(tpm) d (tpm) m(tpm) d(tpm)  
Function type of compartments and inhabitants 
characteristics  

min. min. min. min. min. min. 
Apartments for permanent living. Inhabitants 
can be at dormant state but they are familiar with 
structure of fire evacuation passages and exits.  

2,0  0,5  4,0  0,5  5,0  0,5  

Hotel suits.  Inhabitants can be at dormant state 
but they aren’t familiar enough with structure of 
fire evacuation passages and exits. 

2,0 0,5 4,0 0,5 6,0 0,5 

Shops, exhibitions, leisure centers and other 
compartments of mass attendance. Visitors are 
in awake state but they don’t know architectural 
planning and structure of fire evacuation 
passages and exits.  

2,0 0,5 2,0 0,5 6,0 0,5 

Administration, trade and other premises. 
Visitors are in awake state and they know very 
well structure of fire evacuation passages and 
exits. 

1,0 0,3 3,0 0,5 4,0 0,3 

 

Note 1. A characteristic of structural elements of the system is listed in the document SP 3.13130.2009 
"Firefighting systems. Fire warning and evacuation control systems». As an example, fire warning and evacuation 
control system of I type has audible alarm and light pointers «Exit», and the most complex one - V type - has 
voice alarm, division at zones of alarm and such a system is integrated into general system of building control. 
Note 2. m(tpm) – average time value, d (tpm) – mean-square deviation. Thus, range of values of 
pre-movement time distributed in accordance with normal law should be equal to m(tpm)±3 
d(tpm).  

Table 2. Pre-movement time in accordance with calculation procedure of fire 
risks [12].  
 

Value of pre-movement time 
tpm, min.  

Buildings with warning and 
evacuation system 

Buildings without warning 
and evacuation system 

№ 
of 
ite
m 

Building functional fire risk class and people 
contingent 

I-II type  III –V type  

1 Buildings of preschools, homes of elderly and 
residential care homes (without flats), hospitals, 
bedroom blocks of boarding schools and child care 
centers; apartment buildings; single apartment 
houses, including row houses. (F1.1, F1.3, F1.4 
types) People can be at dormant state but they are 
familiar with structure of fire evacuation passages 
and exits. 

6,0 4,0 9,0 

2 Hotels, hostels, bedroom blocks of sanatoriums and 
rest-homes of general type, mocamps, motels and 
care homes  (F1.2 type) People can be at dormant 
state but they aren’t familiar enough with structure 
of fire evacuation passages and exits. 

3,0 2,0 6,0 

3 Buildings of entertaining and outreach institutions, 
buildings of public services enterprises (F2, F3 3,0 1,0 6,0 
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type). Visitors are in awake state but they don’t 
know the structure of fire evacuation passages and 
exits. 

4 Buildings of scientific and educational institutions, 
scientific and projecting organizations, enterprises’ 
regulatory bodies (F4 type). Visitors are in awake 
state and  they know very well structure of fire 
evacuation passages and exits. 

3,0 1,5 6,0 

 
At first site such an approach of the Procedure can set wondering. But it is 
motivated with the operational requirements of technological normative 
documents: designer should receive the mean allowing him to solve the emerged 
task. And what can he take with the observing ISO/TR 16738? Actually – only a 
list of obvious factors influence on the formation of random value of pre-
movement time. He understands that it’s necessary to take in account their 
influence. But he doesn’t’t know how to do it.  
With more attentive observation he begins to understand that he has only basic 
material: there is no multiple classification which set correlation between 
interaction of mentioned factors and determined structure of hierarchy of its 
influence in specified situations. Designer may not have “higher” education for 
understanding the fact that the level of management will influence not only on 
the shift of moment of evacuation beginning (Figure 1), but also on elementary 
probability law distribution of pre-movement time in itself.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Influence of firefighting management level on people pre-movement 
time.   

 
 In addition, from their own experience, designers may say that the type of the 
probability distribution of that value will also change depending on people being 
in the building and on the impact exerted by evacuation managers on those 
people. However, they do not know how that may be expressed quantitatively, 
for example, in changing the numerical characteristics of a random value and in 
form of its distribution law. Moreover, they, as experienced people, see that, of a 
multitude of contributors, a limited number of determining contributors can 
practically always be selected. These are those determining contributors that 
must be considered, first of all.  The designer wants to get from the standards – 
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or from the “savants” – clear answers to those questions that intuitively occur to 
him or her. And, as we can see, … no response! 
The cause of the powerlessness of those academic ladies and gentlemen that write 
standards is, in fact, that they have neither theoretical developments nor any 
sufficient empirical databases reflecting the impact of many factors they listed, to 
answer those questions. This is why the paramount objective today is developing 
such an empirical pre-movement time database and the factor analysis thereof.  
Basing on this situation, the Department of Fire Safety in Construction operating 
at the Academy of State Fire Service of Russia has started  field studies and 
experiments on forming the pre-movement times in various public buildings, first 
of all – in those of pre-school fostering institutions, secondary schools and higher 
education institutions, as well as in buildings intended for clerical works, such as 
offices or administrative buildings. As of now, 946 (kindergartens left out of 
consideration) measurements of the pre-movement time in various-function 
buildings have been performed. 
The great variety of functions of the buildings under research makes us pay our 
attention, first of all, to the various composition of values forming the pre-
movement time. Thus, the pre-movement time in pre-school educational 
institutions is made up of the following components: 

tp.m. = tin.+ tt.r. + tp.c.                             (1.1) 
where:  
tp.m. – time interval the outbreak of fire and the start of people evacuation to a 
safe area (pre-movement time),  
tin – time interval between the outbreak of fire and forming a control signal to 
trigger the Warning and Evacuation System,  
tt.r. – time expended by kindergarten teacher to perceive the signal from the 
Warning and Evacuation System,  
tp.c. – time spent on preparing children for evacuation: 
tp.c.

 = tc.r + tf.g. 
tc.r. – time expended by children to response to the teacher’s signal; 
 tf.g. – time spent on forming the group of children ready for evacuation.  
 
The specific character of age structure of people to be evacuated (children) 
determines the “rigid” organization of the pre-movement provided by the 
teacher, as well as the teacher’s decisive role in forming the entire pre-
movement time period. The time expended by children to response to the 
teacher’s signal depends on the children’s psychophysical properties. It is 
natural to expect, and the results of field studies confirm that, that the time will 
be characterized by normal distribution (Figures 2 and 3). 
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Figure 2. Exemplary Forming the Duration of Children’s Response to the Teacher’s Signal. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Time Distribution Bar Chart Representing the Children’s Response to the 
Teacher’s Signal.  
The time used for forming a group of children ready for evacuation (tf.g.) depends 
on the season since children spend different time on putting on their outdoor 
clothes in different seasons. The duration ranges, in average, from 0.5 minutes in 
summer to 8 minutes in winter. 
Such “rigid” pre-movement organization may, to some extent, be used in 
buildings used for other purposes, especially educational establishments where 
teachers, due to organizing the main functional process (in this case, the process 
of education), can exert the decisive impact on the pre-movement time duration. 
In heavily trafficked buildings used for other purposes, such as shopping 
centers, the staff of the building has to play the role of pre-movement time 
regulators [15]. It starts to be dependent on not only physical and psychological 
properties of the main functional contingent, the degree of the staff’s readiness 
for such a role, but also on the personal mental and ethical qualities of each staff 
member. 
For buildings used for other functional purposes, the building structure turned 
out to exert a significant impact upon forming the random value of the pre-
movement time. Thus, in blocks of offices characterized by a significant number 
of employees, the pre-movement time approximates to normal distribution. In 
buildings consisting of many cabinets, as well as in hotels, the evacuation time 
of the rooms, if considered collectively, can be described by a law approximate 
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to the Erlangian law of one degree or another (the degree of this law is known to 
reflect the aftereffect in a flow of events). 
In all cases, a significant impact on the pre-movement time being fixed was 
exerted by its being announced. In announced evacuations, the pre-movement 
time distribution in frequency has a pronounced left asymmetry. In unannounced 
evacuations, the distribution approximates to normal. 
It must be noted that, at studying empirical data obtained in some studies, you 
can find distributions in which their maximal values several times exceed their 
mean values. This makes you doubt of the correctness of the studies conducted, 
since no random value sample extremum can exceed the doubled mean of that 
sample. So, when we find data with so significantly deviating extremums, it is 
necessary to search for factors that cause such deviations and that seem not to be 
considered in the statements of those studies. 
 
We realize that the pre-movement time field studies we started are just the 
commencement of a long way to the theoretical conceptualization of the pre-
movement time forming mechanisms. So we would like to invite our colleagues 
to participate in coordinated progressing towards the results that are really 
necessary for practical activities aimed at ensuring real safety for people being 
evacuated in fire condition. 
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